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Florence Chan Skyline is a big part in defining the im-
pression of a city. In the old days when we travel, we send 
postcards to friends and family to share our experience. A 
lot of the time, those postcards are skyline of cities. It is the 
easy and the most straightforward way to convey the expe-
rience of a place we were in. Nowadays, despite the rapid 
replacement of postcards with social media posting, the idea 
of skyline and its city has been as relevant as ever. Therefore, 
when designing the tallest building in the city, we have to 
go beyond its immediate physical context and to look for 
aspiration that defines the city.

COVID-19 pandemic brings an unprecedented change 
to many aspects of our lives. How we work and what we 
expect from physical o!ce space are undergoing very rapid 
transformation. Looking back at western history, tall build-
ings are by-product of modernism. In modern society with 
development of mass transport system, there was a clear 
segregation between work place and living quarters. People 
live in suburb and commute to downtown to work. It is not 
a coincident that the first skyscraper (The Home Insurance 
Building in Chicago), and most of the tall buildings in early 
to mid 20th century were designed as o!ce buildings in 
cities. By end of the 20th century, as people continued to 
build taller towers, they started to introduce other programs 
to fill up the vast amount of area derived from the bigger 
and taller building volume. Hotel, apartment, observation 
deck, to name a few, are some of programs that have been 
introduced to Supertalls. However, up to now, majority of the 
mixed use supertalls are still dominated by good percentage 
of o!ce area, with other programs at lower percentage.

With the shifting paradigm on work brought by COVID-
19, the first question is how does it impact the demand on 
o!ce spaces? Does it make sense to concentrate large 
quantity of o!ce spaces in a supertall? What other pro-
grams can justify supertall? Can supertall, a building typolo-
gy strongly driven by structural system of a center core and 
perimeter structure, be able to address the need for new 
type of o!ce space?

Benjamin Lau Urbanization is a global trend, and cities 
are facing rapid development needs to cope with population 
growth in high-density environments. Due to the economic 
rise, Shenzhen is also facing similar challenges. In recent 
years, the city has undergone unprecedented transforma-
tional urban changes.

The quality in the urban fabric and how that responds 
to the city context has played a more significant role in 
the shaping of today’s urban developments. In Shenzhen, 
Farrells has been involved in a number of new district devel-
opments, particularly in China’s Greater Bay Area, where we 
have seen a major landmark development, such as KK100 
and the recent completed Qianhai One Excellence.

When designing tall buildings, we always think about 
their urban response in a districtwide context. This is partic-
ularly important for KK100 with its unprecedented height in 
Shenzhen at the time when we were designing it. The fluid 
shape of KK100 was inspired from the locals’ beloved Lizhi 

Park and its large lagoon nearby and the lush Hong Kong 
marshland where it is only a stone’s throw away.

Unlike the traditional elevation design of tall buildings 
with a tower base and a tower top, KK100 has a singular 
form rooted on the ground and diminishing towards the sky. 
Even though KK100 is a commercial development, public 
realm remains as our core interest. We have created multiple 
spaces throughout the tower which are open to public 
including the cathedral alike hotel lobby at the top. Besides 
aesthetics, KK100’s elegant shape is also driven by the inter-
nal programmatic requirement. KK100‘s urban contribution 
is beyond its architecture, I’m particularly pleased to see the 
continuity of the local villagers.

Brian Chung New construction in Shenzhen has been 
rapidly expanding to east and west of its city center in the 
past few decades. As the city expands horizontally, at some 
critical junctures such as the China Resources Tower site, a 
tall tower becomes beneficial to draw people, sustain a good 
level of urban density and to function as a vertical marker. It 
is about sensibility of space, thread of thresholds and ways 
people meet and work. The idea of Chinese axial procession 
has been an essential tool for the site planning.

Shenzhen has been a significant platform for KPF to 
make great urban neighborhoods. Even within the same 
city, di"erent districts with their own characteristics and 
di"erent clients would call for an unique design solution. 
Both China Resources Tower and Ping An Finance Center 
attempt to mark the center of districts, Nanshan and Futian 
respectively, while the former reflects the characteristics 
of the younger neighborhood right adjacent to Shenzhen 
Bay and the latter presents the characteristics of CBD. The 
two towers nonetheless engage into an interesting visual 
dialogue: creating a macro urban gate and symbolizing its 
contextual conditions to each other.

Well-designed skyscrapers in right locations can benefit 
both enterprises and cities. “Right locations” are defined 
by availability of public transportations, existing or planned 
urban density and skyline around the site. They become an 
instant landmark which helps to improve the identity and 
demonstrates signs of greatness. Highly identifiable and 
memorable structures will likely become destinations and 
will help to improve the land value surrounding it. They are 
also extremely influential in modernizing cities’ skyline which 
then allows viewers to have positive visual enrichment. Being 
directly linked to the public transportation system just like 
the China Resources Tower, tall towers can also help to make 
the city more sustainable.

Di"erent cities have di"erent skylines, which play a unique 
role in the unique impression of each city and are the repre-
sentative city cards, as well as the vertical projection of the 
city’s overall appearance. The skyline, as an important part of 
the urban landscape, has accompanied the development of 
the city while also witnessing its historical changes.

Skyscrapers have been a kind of gene of Shenzhen, and 
large, dense clusters of high-rise buildings have become an 
outward representation of the city’s urban image. The rapid 
expansion and rough development has brought economic 
take-o" to Shenzhen, the “City of Miracles”, while the skyline 
is also constantly changing, facing new breakthroughs and 
new developments all the time.

According to the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban 
Habitat (CTBUH), 14 of China’s 95 super-tall buildings (over 
300m) will be in Shenzhen in 2020. At the same time, the 
design ultrahigh-rise buildings in Shenzhen has improved 
quickly in terms of quality, and has also become more 
concerned with the relationship between the building and 
the city, forming a tendency from individuation to agglomer-
ation of group relations.

We are honoured to invite the cheif designers of 
Ping An International Finance Center, KK 100 and China 
Resources Headquartersto to talk about their involvements 
in the super-tall projects and their thoughts on the structure, 
space, function and impact of future skyscrapers.

獿鰷鈵琒嶼╙壈俍䅕鄡  
Skyline of Luohu District in Shenzhen 
©蹕麠 Tuchong

獿鰷攢嘪嶼╙壈俍䅕鄡  
Skyline of Nanshan District in 
Shenzhen ©蹕麠 Tuchong
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獿鰷鳏桹嬟侸過嬱媆飨踵㝰艊鰱昷ⅩⅩ╙壈婠㛄跤艊镾㳝

悅駱嶗媰姪醭鳢鮪跤蹺曧頌忞梥桹艊䯖鮪跫翨證諍醢雩曧諍晹

頌籌艊、鮪㛄㚧獿鰷妕呏㳟@跤宆䯒PAFC䯓暚䯖彿髦壔梐㫥酽

䎋茩镾侽莏澐鉢粷獿鰷㫥姫╙壈镾㳝艊鏅䇗、棾靕╙壈蠐䉳馬昷

艊镾㳝⺖媆駱勢䎋茩跤䯖鍖謚茻賠鲑䈕、俋㳝墤槉羾鰱䉳謭醢婜

輩䯖桭鄮鏅䇗鲋酽砎䯖鞲鍖嫮彾㬜玪黌鄫艊侳㓅嫮媀䯖㱚諦襫䉳

醢䃺䃺僨賂艊醭䀗㾱敆槉䯖媰砮鰱ィ粷熱謭醢艊㫜誤巃䯖媆啂鳏

髦嗴梐逫駥艊梥棾、

蔑郎獅笃U旁侊峪廡枷眉脞師佮凸噲饭9菸諑
Ping An Finance Center: Gathering the Energy of Shenzhen for 
Unlimited Upward Growth
㛄㚧䯤KPF婠詀㛄㚧鲇烏忞
Design: KPF

There is a lot Shenzhen people should be proud of—the 
energy and intensity that goes into the city have been 
unprecedented not just in China, but in world’s history. In 
designing the Shenzhen Ping An Finance Center (PAFC), we 
want the tower to be the physical embodiment of gathering 
this energy from the city. The energy is being brought in 
from di"erent parts of the city to the project, and be direct-
ed up to reach the limitless sky. The tapering form of the 
tower, the converging to massive mega-columns from the 
ground to a point at the top, and the shimmering stainless 
steel piers on the facade, all emphasize the upward move-
ments, directing people to look up to a prosperous future.

The PAFC is intended to evoke both “stability” and “op-
portunity”, the embodiment of the owner’s company core 
value: “Ping An”—the combination of “peaceful” and “safety” 
in Chinese. As the tallest tower in Shenzhen, the tower has 
the mission to be the center of Shenzhen skyline, a city 
that has been driven by entrepreneurial spirits. The tower’s 
striking exterior facade composes of three key materials—
granite, stainless steel, and high-performance glass—working 
together to create this thoughtful metaphor.

Firmly rooted to the earth at its base by eight me-
ga-columns, the building features expressive dark grey 
granite footings that serve to visually magnify the weight 
of this great tower and convey great strength. The exposed 
mega-columns, finished with stainless steel, enhance the 
geometry of the overall form, and at the same time creating 
a lighter expression as the columns move up the sky. The 
mega-columns rise up and eventually converge into a single 
point, representative of the infinity.

The tower responds to the unique challenges of 
the local climate, including typhoons and lighting. Its 

aerodynamic form—with a tapering silhouette and profiled 
corners—reduces wind loads by as much as 40%. The 
facade’s V-shaped steel piers are wired together to form a 
protective “net” that shields the building from lightning.

The building also o"ers a high level of e!ciency for its 
employees, with a vertical transportation network directly 
connected to Shenzhen’s subway and future high-speed rail 
stations. The system moves passengers between a three-tier 
main lobby and two o!ce sky lobbies, serving seven zones 
of o!ce floors. Destination dispatch controls with intelligent 
turnstiles reduce the number of stops, improve lift capacity, 
and reduce waiting time. Pressure reduction technology in 
the observation shuttles improves passenger comfort and 
allows for higher elevator speeds. 

The PAFC is a very unique project with great challenge. 
Given the complexity and sheer scale of the project with 
all its di"erent disciplines, KPF played the role of general 
design manager for many consultancies. Working globally 
among KPF’s NY, London and Hong Kong o!ces, while co-
operating closely with a team of international consultancies; 
such us Thornton Tomasetti (TT), J. Roger Preston Group, 
Lighting Planners Associates (LPA), AECOM, ALT, MVA, GMS 
among others; this allowed to build up a team spirit capable 
of enduring the di!cult challenges of this project over the 
next 10 years.

妕呏㳟@跤宆㛄㚧絔寳暅鮪鉢粷＃袊呯￥嶗＃梽㭔￥跏蟢

竑㠮䯖㫥醮妕呏駡誒艊樮宆麽過＃妕￥醮＃呏￥荁倝諦䯖張＃嶗
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㫥姫擄瓕麟趵咲赗蜶╙壈艊俍䅕鄡跤宆磍砎、謾媆鳏燍茩艊侳
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噷嚖鰱▕鮪㓉㓌醢鉢粷鑫㫥姫墤矇⿺氒艊姟俋鉢㳝䯖妛™㬞鑫墤

俋艊撾㳝巃醮袊呯屟、侳䉃艊墤矇襫槉㳕羮醭䀗㾱䒅䉳䯖媰誼鑫

斾鉢竊駁㬬矇䯖妛䆠襫槉謭裶跤婜輩䯖酓斾鉢ィ粷嫮媀夃棾鑫㪇

苢巃、墤槉醭昢醢緣妛桭鄮烰䇗鲋酽砎䯖魍ィ鑫晹䅡詵镾、

踵鑫悿嬿嫕鰱艊炚鎬嬁閼䯒藥愥詬䏣嶗䈈翄䯓䯖䎋茩㳕羮鑫

裶炚誤撾叧侳嫮ⅩⅩ䀴嫮㩺娭嶗㩺娭㓕䯖䅝濱鑫 40%艊䏣撾㠥

駻、襫䉳艊 V嫮醭䀗㾱敆仏荁鲒㫪扟䯖嫮彾酽媑＃䅂悜鈫￥㒉

苼鲋俋氒ィ䉳䯖飨墮悜婠詀鋁糴䈈翄藹咥、

澑侳䯖俋氒㫤抲辭鑫䗮敱籹艊睏茻鲮㬦鈫酖䯖蘚墡詵茻扟㬦

嬔獿鰷鰱㿐嶗梥棾艊䗮㿐襽、㛫跀酛桽烏鲋酴跣窩駡氒嗃䯖鮪醑

嗃䗮踽俋⊕醮跏跣窩駡裶跤俋⊕躐䄄㫜㬍觜咃、窩駡儕嗃褀櫎翄

櫐嶗嶼䄄翄櫐㳕羮茩艊襽㜉姪扡壽倀杶镾鴛叄㩸䃸飨䅝濱匯䉱

襽䯖抲抲䗮翄櫐㫜㪉撾䯖妛謙啨訵鎬暚䄄、㓅賂褀櫎櫐賒㳕羮鑫

謙紙恖梮䯖抲䗮鑫觜咃鞐㬎姪䯖讜暚墮㛇鑫翄櫐袊呯䗮㬫㫜ǹ、

妕呏㳟@跤宆曧酽跣䉯夠箏竑艊䎋茩䯖雩䉳踮鑫墤俋慙徔、

鍊鹷勢䎋茩艊侟棇屟。姟俋艊㓇浧飨倀竍狇勢諤跣醭讜艊豕趵䯖

KPF鄟郿。愛斣倀䒮珜窩鲇侐㛄㚧壎鮪㬦撾鄖慘艊讜暚䯖㫤醮

蹺䅕䎐䃾筧䄯䯖偧呚隠玏粓煛壵酁椨壎鲇烏忞䯒TT䯓。癊惡墡

蠿䎐䃾䇗筧。礣暺詇陝諦．鳏鲇烏忞䯒LPA䯓。頴倣姾。ALT。

MVA。GMS訵踎哣諦慘、侸昷鞲桭設婠襫鑫邁讜赗蜶䯖掓忲鮪

梥棾 10妘廟恔糴㛫䎋茩忞夃棾艊頢墤慙徔、

2020妘 Pro+ 鰱鲲値䯖縟趵婠詀貙䀅値䯥
2019妘跤蹺婠詀叧＝婠詀攝慘俋値䯖
100䎋〓蟐慘閔䯒2009–2019䯓䯥 
訅鲕嗘 CREDAWARD鰱鲲䎋茩妘姪㳟値䯒2018–2019䯓䯥 
2019妘跫翨䗮嗃婠詀醮㰊壈鳏嗋叧＝醝諦貙桭長䗮嗃婠詀値䯥
2018妘跫翨䗮嗃婠詀醮㰊壈鳏嗋叧＝桭長䗮嗃婠詀値䯥 
2017妘A&D Trophy縟趵。䈇綈倀窩駡貙俋値

Silver Award – Commercial Building, Pro+ Real Estate Awards (2020); 
Top 100 Architecture in China in the Past Decade, 
Architectural Society of China Architectural Creation Award (2019); 
Gold Award, CRED Awards (2018–2019);
Best Tall Buildings - Overall Category Winner, CTBUH (2019); 
Best Tall Building Award, CTBUH (2018);
Best of Category in Commercial, Retail or Office, A&D Trophy Awards (2017)

獿鰷訅酽䗮氒䯤妕呏㳟@跤宆 
The tallest tower in Shenzhen,  

Ping An Finance Center 
© Tim Griffith 
2017, 592.5m  

裶跤俋鄭
Sky Lobby

14嗃 -窩駡 
Office - 14 Floors

㓅杛詬 
Observation deck

12嗃 -窩駡 
Office - 12 Floors

12嗃 -窩駡 
Office - 12 Floors

10嗃 -窩駡 
Office - 10 Floors

10嗃 -窩駡 
Office - 10 Floors

14嗃 -窩駡 
Office - 14 Floors

14嗃 -窩駡 
Office - 14 Floors

裶跤俋鄭
Sky Lobby

嗚镾鰓壉 Functional distribution © KPF
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讜暚䯖＃俍躦鰱昷￥艊跤蹺™酛絔寳雩鉢粷鮪鑫⿺氒艊㓇陝

跤、跤俖樮宆詂⺖酽跣 30m々30m艊澐昷嫮翨呯䯖鍖⿺氒侳縶

⺖酽跣茻嬛 60m艊躦翨呯䯖⿺氒賒曧跏鍎艊酁諦、譯鲷俍韃。

醢犦贜窹䒛羗靧跤蹺詁㿀壆㰊㳕羮鑫㫥酽氥寳、

雲猀岄㯵俋轉斾鉢桹 56樰侳襫槉䯖姌㯵踵昅鐌椨楯䯖妛鮪

䎈㯵烰鏅踵酽砎、㛫酁椨昷橉桖㬎諦⿺氒㬬矇䯖讜暚瀷墤槉跀酛

桖䗮敱䯖㫥雩曧䒫漛鮪跤蹺俋䅖鰱䈘夃艊㢋䗮嗃⿺氒跤㳕羮詂跤

詂侳槉酁椨跀酛、侳㯵橅楯䉯粷鯫壽慘䯖㳕羮醑嗃浧鱖䯖頺郿鑫

昻墡暚䄄嶗彾梪、咇廟裶䄄賒㳕羮懷宆檕槉㫪扟䯖桹錫鲋鬫㬬㫪

醁艊晹槉裶䄄䯖㫧鍖懲⿺氒艊敡啑屟唻蠙壉嗁桖錨ィ粷撾、⿺䎈

艊＃裶跤俋鄭￥攝㬬鑫酽跣銊㩺銊倁艊躦䀴嫮艊裶䄄䯖㛅咃詵飨

勢㫊婠詀桭䗮砎䯖漝㡕昅鐌椨楯⿺啱艊佦㓅杛頥、

叠疹拼樸谨队侊笃繁挠湮=碛毋f殓呱照谆枷眉魂翔
China Resources Tower: The Coastal City Landmark 
Combining the Beauty of Architecture and Art
㛄㚧䯤KPF婠詀㛄㚧鲇烏忞
Design: KPF

The China Resources Tower has become the “highest 
building in western Shenzhen” with a height of 392.5 m, and 
is located in the core area of Shenzhen Houhai Financial 
Headquarters Base. Spring bamboo shoot became a great 
source of inspiration as it is fast growing, self-generating and 
considered a very sustainable crop. Its geometry is also very 
powerful; its pure and absolute circular plan, graceful curv-
ing section, all helping to redefine and remind the audience 
of Shenzhen’ history, culture and value. 

Another Chinese concept, round sky and square earth, 
is reflected on the tower planning. The tower is perceived 
as the meeting of the two where the center core is defined 
by a 30 m by 30 m square and the tower enclosure by a 60 
m diameter circle. Such concept has been used in Temple 
of Heaven in Beijing, Shanghai Museum and even in Chinese 
ancient coins.

The overall mass of China Resources Tower is defined 
by 56 exterior columns with diagrids at the bottom and 
converging to a point at the top. This structural solution is 
more fitting to the form of tower and more e!cient than 
the mega column system. It is the first time the tube-in-tube 
external column structural system is realized in a supertall 
tower in a seismic zone in mainland China. The exterior 
frames are fabricated o"site in three-storey module, making 
the construction time and cost e"ective. Looking into the 
interior, the eccentric column beam connection helps to 
o"er an uninterrupted column free space, in turn allowing 
greater expression of the tower’s radial symmetry and more 
boutique floorplates with panoramic view. In particular, the 
tower’s “sky hall” is as a conical, cathedral-like space o"ering 

visitors stunning views of the diagrid spire—it is one the 
few high-rises in the world in which people can occupy its 
absolute highest point.

One of unique features in the tower is the fact that 
its overall form, its structure and its façade are all in one. 
The design process has been similar to that of traditional 
monolithic stone or wood carving art. Not only they are 
beautiful cultural artifacts but also such technique helps to 
demonstrate a great sense of lightness, permeability and 
craftsmanship. Shaping of the overall massing came first, 
sculpting away everything but the structure came next and 
detailing the leftover structure came at the end. 

Tower’s graceful curving form is also a reflection of the 
sweeping shoreline of Shenzhen Bay. Its profile and expres-
sive structural system also work as an ensemble with the 
Shenzhen Bay Sports Center, as a pair of vertical and hori-
zontal building. The stainless steel exterior column cladding 
makes the tower shimmer, making the entire tower appear 
like a white lighthouse by an ocean edge.
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訅嗎嗘 CREDAWARD鰱鲲䎋茩妘姪㳟値䯒2019–2020䯓䯖
訅馬嗘銊蹺Architizer A+ 値䯖縟趵貙窩駡裶䄄抲謖䯥
2019妘A&D婠 +㛄俋値䯖
縟趵。䈇綈倀窩駡貙醖㢐値䯥 
2019妘鲡俒嶼応鰱鲲䎘ㆴ䗮圐＝桭長窩駡婩僨䎋茩㳟値䯥
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Silver Award – Commercial Building & Gold Award – Interior Design,  
Pro+ Real Estate Awards (2020);
Gold Award, CRED Awards (2019–2020); 
Finalist - Office - High Rise, Architizer A+ Awards (2020);
Excellence Award - Commercial, Retail & Office Category, 
A&D China Awards (2019);
Gold Award - Best Office Development, MIPIM Asia Awards (2019);
Winner - Commercial Architecture, Architecture MasterPrize (2019); 
Award of Excellence - Best Tall Building Award, 
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (2019)

獿鰷訅醑䗮氒䯤雲猀岄㯵俋轉 
The third tallest tower in Shenzhen,  

China Resources Tower 
© Tim Griffith  
2018, 392.5m

晹䅡羠䂏
Infinite Growth

螆羻跤宆縟烏嶼
Futian CBD

謚犦嶼
Houhai District

氥寳忲酑  
Conceptual sketch  
© KPF
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